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Approaching First 
Dan
Tesuji

Basic Problems
 

Foreword
Do you have an experience like this? You 
spend great effort in intricate planning, yet 
is defeated by unexpected moves from the 
opponent.
When your own intuition fails, you should 
expand your considerations, must consider 
many different ways to play, this is very 
important.But if you want to considerate 
all the alternatives, you must think step by 
step, this is time intensive, and is easy to tire 
yourself.
Thus, Tesuji sequences are very important.
Once you grasp the concept of “using 
different tesuji for different shapes”, you 
will know clearly what kind of moves your 
opponent will select to attack you. But 
when you grasp a greater variety of tesuji 
knowledge than your opponent, you will 
attack in unexpected places.
This volume has compiled from actual games 
100 commonly used, must be grasped tesuji. 
Although, tesuji concerning liberties will be 
discussed elsewhere.
All of the problems in this volume are for 
black to move first. When you attempt 
problems after the first time, you can try to do 
so without reading the explanations, which is 
also a good studying method.
Let’s hope that one day you will say to 
your opponent: “you will be defeated by an 
unexpected play”.
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Foreword
If have you had an experience like this? You 
spend great effort in intricate planning, yet 
is defeated by unexpected moves from the 
opponent.
When your own intuition fails, you should 
expand your considerations, must consider 
many different ways to play, this is very 
important.But if you want to considerate 
all the alternatives, you must think step by 
step, this is time intensive, and is easy to tire 
yourself.
Thus, Tesuji sequences are very important.
Once you grasp the concept of “using 
different tesuji for different shapes”, you 
will know clearly what kind of moves your 
opponent will select to attack you. But 
when you grasp a greater variety of tesuji 
knowledge than your opponent, you will 
attack in unexpected places.
This volume was compiled using 100 actual 
game’s 100 commonly used, must be 
grasped tesuji. Although, tesuji concerning 
liberties will be discussed elsewhere.
All of the problems in this volume are for 
black to move first. When you attempt 
problems the first time, you can try to do so 
without reading the explanations, which is 
also a good studying method.
Let’s hope that one day you will say to 
your opponent: “you will be defeated by an 
unexpected play”.
 



Tesuji - Basics Chapter
In Go, not only are the tesuji “must fight 
points”, the urgent points of both you and the 
opponent are also “must fight points”.
If the urgent points are unknown, the best 
way is to consider from the opponent’s view. 
Generally speaking, “a place if the opponent 
places stones, then even if you spend a few 
moves there it won’t go well.” this kind of 
place would be important for both sides.

<Fig: Problem 1>
 

Problem 1: Ladder
Black continually atari and can capture 
white.  will be a useful stone.
 
<Fig: Problem 1 Correct>

Correct Solution
From black 1 atari, white can only run. Until 
black 13, killing all of white.
 
<Fig: Problem 1 Incorrect>

Failure
In progressing, if black 7 atari in the wrong 
direction, white can escape.
White is also eyeing a or b to cut, very 
severe.
 
<Fig: Problem 2>

Tesuji - Introductory Chapter
In Go, not only are the tesuji “must fight 
points”, the urgent points of both you and the 
opponent are also “must fight points”.
If the urgent points are unknown, the best 
way is to consider from the opponent’s point 
of view. Generally speaking, “if the place a 
opponent places stones, then even if you 
spend a few moves there it won’t go well.” 
this kind of place would be important for both 
sides.

<Fig: Problem 1>

1st Problem: Ladder
Black continually atari and can capture 
white.  will be a useful stone.

<Fig: Problem 1 Correct>



Problem 2: Applying Ladder
If  can be captured, both sides of black will 
be safe.
This problem tests application.
 
<Fig: Problem 2 Incorrect>

Failure
Following normal method is to play black 1, 3, 
following and attacking, until white 10, ending 
up late one step, black fails.
 
<Fig: Problem 2 Correct>

Correct Solution
Black plays 1, 3, attacking forward one 
square, forming a ladder, this is the solution.
Black 13 ends, killing all of the white stones.
 
<Fig: Problem 3>
 

Problem 3: Net
Black needs to capture the center two white 
stones.
This is the most basic tesuji.
 
<Fig: Problem 3 Correct>

Correct Solution
Black 1 net is the tesuji.
White 2 cannot escape no matter what, you 
can confirm.
 
<Fig: Problem 3 Incorrect>

Failure
Black 1 pursues, but cutting points are many, 
difficult to kill, black fails.
 
4

Combining
If black immediately uses ladder or net, 
neither will succeed. Must use both tesuji 
together.
 
correct

Correct Solution
From black 1 atari, white can only run. Until 
black 13, killing all of white.

<Fig: Problem 1 Incorrect>

Failure
In progressing, if black 7 atari in the wrong 
direction, white can escape.
White is also eyeing a or b to cut, very 
severe.

<Fig: Problem 2>
 



Black 1 atari, white 2 extend, black 3 net and 
captures white.
This is a brilliant compound move.
 
fail
Black 1 immediately nets, not suitable.
After white 2 extends, the lower black stones 
become endangered.
 
5

Snapback
When entering the end game, this is a 
common shape.
Before playing at A, black should...
 
correct
Black 1 throw in, the 5 white stones to the left 
and right are taken.
This is using the “snapback” tesuji.
 
fail
Black plays at 1, letting white 2 connect. 
Black did not seize white’s weakness.
 
6

Blind Spot
The 5 black stones to the right appears to be 
trapped, but...
At this point, black and white both have blind 
spots.
 
fail
Black 1 connect seems obvious, but instead 
misses the opportunity, after white 2 the 
shape is without weakness.
 
correct
Black 1 is the move to capture the 2 white 
stones. After black rescues the five stones, 
white still needs to play one move to make 
life.
 
 
 
 

2nd Problem : Applying Ladder
If  can be captured, both sides of black will 
be safe.
This problem tests application.

<Fig: Problem 2 Incorrect>

Failure
Following normal method is to play black 1, 3, 
following and attacking, until white 10, ending 
up late one step, black fails.

<Fig: Problem 2 Correct>

Correct Solution



 
 
 
 
 
 
7

Left and right are the same shape
This problem is called “turtle cannon extend 
head” shape. Do not let white play at A or B. 
Think though the problem.
 
correct
Black 1 scoops, limiting white’s escape 
route. Black 5 ends, white’s 5 stones are 
immobilized.
 
fail
Black plays 1 or a, white 2 escapes. If black 
plays at 2, white a escapes. White can protect 
itself like this, so black can only play in the 
middle.
 
 
 
 
 
8 

Incomplete Shape
Compared to the previous problem, this 
shape is incomplete, but still possesses 
similar urgent points.
 
correct
Black 1 scoops, and sacrifices one stone, 
then 3, 5, rolling atari, followed by black 9 net 
to capture white.
If white 2 plays at 5, black a blocks, forming 
the shape from the previous problem.
 
fail
Black 1 wants to capture the entirety of white 
stones. Even though it is ambitious, white 2 
stands, then escapes with 4. Both sides will 
fight around each other.
 
9

Black plays 1, 3, attacking forward one 
square, forming a ladder, this is the solution.
Black 13 ends, killing all of the white stones.

<Fig: Problem 3>
 

3rd Problem: Net
Black needs to capture the center two white 
stones.
This is the most basic tesuji.

<Fig: Problem 3 Correct>

Correct Solution
Black 1 net is the tesuji.
White 2 cannot escape no matter what, you 
can confirm.



 

Self
Black stones at bottom right are depending 
on attacking white at the bottom.
Can white’s tail be cut?
 
correct
Black 1 throw in, followed by 3 atari on the 
five white stones.
This way, black successfully counterattacks.
 
fail
Black plays 1, waiting to kill after white 
connects at 3. But white connects at 2, when 
black plays 3, white escapes. Black’s corner 
dies.
 
 
 
 
 
10

Continuous Attacks
This shape has black imminently threatening 
white. needs to heavily attack.
The goal is to rescue the bottom right two 
black stones.
 
correct
Black 1 atari, 3 throw in to capture white.
White territory becomes blacks, black gains a 
large advantage.
 
fail
Black 1 seems like the urgent point, white 
plays a, black b, white loses.
However, white 2 is a calm move, black is 
instantly defeated.
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<Fig: Problem 3 Incorrect>

Failure
Black 1 pursues, but cutting points are many, 
difficult to kill, black fails.

<Fig: Problem 4>

4th Problem:Combining
If black immediately uses ladder or net, 
neither will succeed. Must use both tesuji 
together.



similar shapes
 
at this point, where should black attack?
 
correct
Black plays 1 throw in, white 2 responds, 
black 3 atari, whit cannot escape.
This applies the “cannot connect home” tesuji
 
fail
if black follows the previous problem at 1, 
black will lose at then end, white 4.
becareful selecting tesuji based on the 
opponent’s shape.
 
12

trap
black’s shape appears slightly weak, use a 
tricky trap to attack white’s weakness.
 
correct
Black 1 prevents white from playing 3 to 
attack.
If black 1 plays at 3, white 2 will connect, 
black obviously fails.
If white 2 plays at 4, black 3 connect will 
suffice.
 
fig: similar example
similar example
Under this similar situation, black 1 is the 
urgent point.
if black plays at a, letting white connect at 1, 
black is not satisfied.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<Fig. Problem 4: Correct>
Correct:
Black 1 atari, white 2 extend, black 3 net and 
captures white.
This is a brilliant compound move.

<Fig. Problem 4: Incorrect>
Failure:
Black 1 immediately nets, not suitable.
After white 2 extends, the lower black stones 
become endangered.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13
solve the sequence
 
 
only by rescuing the three black stones can 
black cajpture the three white stones to the 
left.
must break white’s hopes.
 
f
Black plays at 1 is exactly what white wants,
if black follows white 2 at 4, black cannot 
capture white stones
both sides continue until white 6 causes a 
cannot connect
 
c
black 1 stand is the calm move, white has no 
effective move
white three stones are already captured.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<Fig. 5: Problem>

5th Problem :Snapback
When entering the end game, this is a 
common shape.
Before playing at A, black should...

<Fig. 5: Correct>
 
correct
Black 1 throw in, the 5 white stones to the left 
and right are taken.
This is using the “snapback” tesuji.
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tesuji
 
the goal is to take  two stones, here is a 
commonly used tesuji.
 
f
black 1 scoop, and is under atari by white 2, 
cannot capture white.
black 3 if played at white 4, black is broken by 
white 3 capture.
 
c
black 1 clamps at white’s neck is an important 
move. white 2,4 tries to break out, black 5 
ends with white being captured
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15
net move
agaisnt white , black playing at A can 
capture, but the calculated moves afterward 
can be a bit difficult
 
c

<Fig. 5: Incorrect>
 
fail
Black plays at 1, letting white 2 connect. 
Black did not seize white’s weakness.

<Fig. 6: Problem>

6th Problem: Blind Spot
The 5 black stones to the right appears to be 
trapped, but...
At this point, black and white both have blind 
spots.



black 1 begins to attack white, in the 
progress, black 7 is an extremely important 
move
black 11 ends the “loose ladder” tesuji.
 
f
black 7, 9, keeps attacking, instead is 
caputred by white 10
the deciding move cannont be missed.
 
 
 

<Fig. 6: Incorrect>
 
fail
Black 1 connect seems obvious, but instead

<Fig. 6: Correct>
 
correct
Black 1 is the move to capture the 2 white 
stones. After black rescues the five stones, 
white still needs to play one move to make 
life.



<Fig. 7: Problem>
 
7th Problem

Left and right are the same shape
This problem is called “Fishermen’s net” 
shape. Do not let white play at A or B. Think 
though the problem.

<Fig. 7:Correct>
correct
Black 1 scoops, limiting white’s escape 
route. Black 5 ends, white’s 5 stones are 
immobilized.



<Fig. 7: Incorrect>
fail
Black plays 1 or a, white 2 escapes. If black 
plays at 2, white a escapes. White can protect 
itself like this, so black can only play in the 
middle.
 

<Fig. 8: Problem>
8th problem

Incomplete Shape
Compared to the previous problem, this 
shape is incomplete, but still possesses 



similar urgent points.

<Fig. 8:Correct>
correct
Black 1 scoops, and sacrifices one stone, 
then 3, 5, rolling atari, followed by black 9 net 
to capture white.
If white 2 plays at 5, black a blocks, forming 
the shape from the previous problem.

<Fig. 8: Incorrect>
fail
Black 1 wants to capture the entirety of white 



stones. Even though it is ambitious, white 2 
stands, then escapes with 4. Both sides will 
fight around each other.
 

<FIg. 9: Problem>
9th problem

Self
Black stones at bottom right are depending 
on attacking white at the bottom.
Can white’s tail be cut?

<FIg. 9: Correct>
correct



Black 1 throw in, followed by 3 atari on the 
five white stones.
This way, black successfully counterattacks.

<FIg.9: Incorrect>
fail
Black plays 1, waiting to kill after white 
connects at 3. But white connects at 2, when 
black plays 3, white escapes. Black’s corner 
dies.
 

<Fig. 10: Problem>



10th problem

Continuous Attacks
This shape has black imminently threatening 
white. needs to heavily attack.
The goal is to rescue the bottom right two 
black stones.

<FIg. 10: Correct>
correct
Black 1 atari, 3 throw in to capture white.
White territory becomes blacks, black gains a 
large advantage.



<Fig. 10: incorrect>
fail
Black 1 seems like the urgent point, white 
plays a, black b, white loses.
However, white 2 is a calm move, black is 
instantly defended.

<Fig. 11: Problem>
11th Problem

similar shapes
 
at this point, where should black attack?



<FIg. 11: Correct>
correct
Black plays 1 throw in, white 2 responds, 
black 3 atari, whit cannot escape.
This applies the “cannot connect home” tesuji

<Fig. 11: Incorrect>
fail
if black follows the previous problem at 1, 
black will lose at then end, white 4.
be careful selecting tesuji based on the 
opponent’s shape.



 

<Fig. 12: Problem>
12th Problem

trap
black’s shape appears slightly weak, use a 
tricky trap to attack white’s weakness.

<Fig.12: Correct>
correct
Black 1 prevents white from playing 3 to 
attack.
If black 1 plays at 3, white 2 will connect, 
black obviously fails.



If white 2 plays at 4, black 3 connect will 
suffice.

<Fig. 12: similar exmaple>
similar example
Under this similar situation, black 1 is the 
urgent point.
If black plays at a, letting white connect at 1, 
black is not satisfied.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



<Fig. 13: Problem>
13th Problem

Play the best move.
only by rescuing the three black stones can 
black capture the three white stones to the 
left. Must break white’s hopes.

<Fig. 13: Incorrect>
Failure



Black playing at 1 is exactly what white 
wants,
if black follows white 2 at 4, black cannot 
capture white’s stones. Both sides continue 
until white 6 cannot connect.

<Fig. 13: Correct>
Correct
Black extends at 1 is the calm move, white 
has no effective move. White’s three stones 
are already captured.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



<Fig. 14: Problem>
 
14th Problem

Tesuji
the goal is to take  two stones, here is a 
commonly used tesuji.

<Fig. 14: Incorrect>
Failure
black 1 dig, and is under atari by white 2, 
cannot capture white.
black 3 if played at white 4, black is broken by 



white 3 capture.

<FIg. 14: Correct>
Correct
Black 1 clamps at white’s neck is an 
important move. white 2,4 tries to break out, 
black 5 ends with white being captured.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



<Fig. 15: Problem>
15th Problem
Net Move
 
Agaisnt white , black playing at A can 
capture, but the calculated moves afterward 
can be a bit difficult

<Fig. 15: Correct>
Correct:
black 1 begins to attack white, in the 
progress, black 7 is an extremely important 
move
black 11 ends the “loose ladder” tesuji.



<Fig. 15: Incorrect>
Incorrect:
black 7, 9, keeps attacking, instead is 
captured by white 10
the deciding move cannot be missed. 

 


